Transient low-affinity agonist binding to Torpedo postsynaptic membranes resolved by using sequential mixing stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy.
We have detected the binding of the fluorescent agonist Dns-C6-Cho to both low- and high-affinity states of the nicotinic acetylcholine receptor (nAcChoR) using sequential mixing stopped-flow fluorescence spectroscopy. Our approach to resolving low- and high-affinity binding was to first preincubate receptor membranes with the fluorescent partial agonist Dns-C6-Cho for 15 ms to 1000 s and then to follow the fluorescence decay upon chemical dilution into excess acetylcholine. The fast and slow decays, reflecting Dns-C6-Cho dissociation from low- and high-affinity receptors, had rates of 140 +/- 27 s-1 and 0.1 +/- 0.02 s-1, respectively. With increasing preincubation times, the number of low-affinity receptors decreased while the number of high-affinity receptors increased in a Dns-C6-Cho concentration-dependent manner consistent with current models for agonist-induced affinity state conversion. At receptor-activating concentrations of Dns-C6-Cho, the apparent rates with which high-affinity receptors formed approximated those of ion flux desensitization, implying that the fast desensitized state has an agonist dissociation rate that is indistinguishable from the equilibrium slow desensitized state. The KD for the low-affinity binding site was determined to be 1.1 microM from the increase in the amplitude of the fast decay with Dns-C6-Cho concentration with preincubation times that were sufficiently brief to minimize affinity state conversion. Assuming a bimolecular association rate of 10(8) M-1 s-1, a second estimate of 1.4 microM was made for low-affinity binding. We also detected a fluorescence enhancement consistent with a conformational isomerization of Dns-C6-Cho-inhibited nAcChoRs.